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NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The #1 New York Times bestselling worldwide sensation
with more than 12 million copies sold, “a painfully beautiful first novel that is at once a murder
mystery, a coming-of-age narrative and a celebration of nature” (The New York Times Book
Review). For years, rumors of the “Marsh Girl” have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the
North Carolina coast. So in late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is found dead, the
locals immediately suspect Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But Kya is not what they say.
Sensitive and intelligent, she has survived for years alone in the marsh that she calls home,
finding friends in the gulls and lessons in the sand. Then the time comes when she yearns to
be touched and loved. When two young men from town become intrigued by her wild beauty,
Kya opens herself to a new life̶until the unthinkable happens. Where the Crawdads Sing is at
once an exquisite ode to the natural world, a heartbreaking coming-of-age story, and a
surprising tale of possible murder. Delia Owens reminds us that we are forever shaped by the
children we once were, and that we are all subject to the beautiful and violent secrets that
nature keeps.
The most popular book ever about raising boys is back, significantly updated to help raise sons
in a world that offers gender equality, respect and a whole new kind of man, but is still haunted
by toxic masculinity. Youʼll find cutting-edge science about the ʻphysical foursʼ, the ʻemotional
eightsʼ and how puberty can be turned into a positive time, along with hundreds of other
practical tips for raising a son. No two boys are alike, and you have to get to know our own
unique boy. The idea that ʻif we understand them, we can help themʼ is what has made this
book so well loved and trusted in over a million homes. As one of Australiaʼs best-known
psychologists for almost 30 years, Steve has introduced a generation of fathers into hands-on
engagement with kids, and helped thousands of mothers gain confidence in their ability to raise
sons well. He has worked with schools in 17 countries, and 130,000 parents have heard his
unforgettable live talks. ʻBiddulph is electrifyingʼ -Telegraph ʻBiddulph is a spellbinderʼ ‒ 60
Minutes
Raise a kind and confident son with this advice for parenting boys ages 8 to 12 Parenting a
young boy can feel like total chaos, especially if he's your first. His mind and body are
changing, and so is his relationship with you. How do you handle puberty? His schoolwork?
Health and hygiene? Don't worry, The First-Time Mom's Guide to Raising Boys will walk you
through all of it with clear and proven advice from a mom of four (yes, four!) boys. Learn how to
be a supportive resource and a role model for your son, and how to talk to him about the
challenges he'll face. Find strategies for everything from teaching social responsibility to
helping him build self-esteem and integrity. This is your complete resource for raising boys:
Tackling the tough stuff--Address important issues like puberty, sex, consent, and mental
health, with advice for initiating crucial conversations. For modern families--Explore advice that
works for families of all types, plus tips for raising boys in the ever-expanding digital worlds of
YouTube, Twitch, and more. Moments of reflection--Each chapter ends with thought-provoking
questions that encourage you to think about your hopes and fears as a parent, and identify
your values and priorities. Connect with your son and set him up for a happier adulthood with
this ultimate guide to raising boys.
Foundational wisdom on how mothers can build emotional, spiritual, and sexual stability in their
sons.
Have you wondered if you're making the right decisions when it comes to raising your son?
Over the last years, there has been a lot of confusion about the role of boys and men in our
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society. It's easy to see why parents are left with lots of unanswered questions when they're
raising their sons. Raising boys the right way through positive parenting can help them become
responsible and balanced teenagers and adults. Here's some of what you can expect to learn
inside the pages of this book: Learn how to avoid common mistakes that parents make that
can end up harming their sons long-term. How to teach proper conduct at home the right way,
saving yourself of countless headaches. Discover how to teach important values such as
empathy and gratefulness. Caring for your boy's emotional and mental state. The most
common challenges when raising boys and how to easily overcome them. Would you like to
enjoy going through every stage of your sons life without worrying if you're doing the right thing
or not? The earlier you manage to give proper guidance, the easier it is for a child to grow into
a healthier person. However, there is no such thing as being too late, and even the most
damaging of behaviors and habits can be helped. Do not leave anything to chance. Start by
guiding your son towards the best possible path towards a healthy and responsible adulthood
today!
Raising Cain
Protecting the Emotional Life of Boys
How to Raise Balanced and Responsible Sons in our Cluttered World Through Positive
Parenting
Raising Boys: Teaching Your Sons to Become Responsible Men
And Then They Stopped Talking to Me
Where the Crawdads Sing (Movie Tie-In)
Raising Feminist Boys

How to raise a godly man in a godless world Perhaps there has never been a more
challenging time to raise children than in today’s culture. Parents are having to address
challenges that their parents never had to with them. And while the core elements to
raising children are the same, parents need wisdom for applying them to this day and age.
That’s what this book is about: navigating the times and raising a generation of men on
godly principles—sons who are ready, able, and motivated to represent God during their
days of sojourning on this earth. Pastor and author Mike Fabarez will help parents pass
the faith on to their sons, in prayer that the promises of God extend to the third and fourth
generations… and beyond. Parents will be equipped to: Envision their son’s future every
day Set his spiritual trajectory Build a home that grows godly men Address the rebellion
in their son’s heart Prepare him to face the world and contribute to it Help their son
toward a right view of play and leisure Navigate the teenage years There is an epidemic
of grown men with the maturity of young boys. Be a parent who saves your child from
prolonged adolescence. Scripture says, “The father of the righteous will greatly rejoice;
he who fathers a wise son will be glad in him” (Prov. 23:24). Children are a gift from the
Lord. Read Raising Men, Not Boys to steward the gift of parenting and shepherd your
sons to be men of God.
Written by two professionals who have "been there and done that" with their own sons
with ADHD, Raising Boys With ADHD empowers parents to help their sons with ADHD
find success in school and beyond. The book covers topics not often found in other
parenting guides such as the preschool years and early diagnosis and strategies for teens
transitioning to work and college. Filled with practical knowledge, resources, and tools
needed to help parents address the many strengths and challenges of boys with ADHD,
this book provides parents with encouragement and hope for the future.
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A word of mouth bestseller which has become one of the best loved and most successful
books in the parenting field. With around 20% new material, Steve Biddulph's Raising
Boys is to be re-released this month with some startling new research on what helps - and
what harms - boys. In this expanded and updated edition, Steve Biddulph shares and
gives practical and honest advice to parents so they can recognise the different stages of
boyhood and learn how to raise happy, confident and kind young men. Boys need to be
parented in a different way from girls with their own very special psychological and
physical make-up. Home, society and education have failed boys badly - and these
failures lead to unhappy men who cannot fully become happy, responsible, emotionallyconfident adults. While it is essential that boys spend more time learning about manhood
from their fathers, Biddulph updates his classic to include helpful information for mothers
and single mothers with baby boys. This extended edition explores some important
topics:.* How ADHD may be caused by stress in the first year of life.* Whether boys
should start school later than girls.* How important it is to let boys cry, and how crying
helps avoid violence, suicide, and risky behaviour.* Two completely new stages of
boyhood we didn't know about: the FULL ON FOURS and the EMOTIONAL EIGHTS*
Help for single mothers raising sons.* How to choose a sport that does more good than
harm.* What we can do about boys and binge drinking.* What science can tell us about
teenage boys and driving - and how we can keep our sons safe. Raising Boys offers
parents real-life situations, thought-provoking insights, humour and help.
A friendly and practical guide to the stages and issues in boys'¬? development from birth
to manhood. From award-winning psychologist Steve Biddulph comes an expanded and
updated edition of RAISING BOYS, his international best seller published in 14
countries. His complete guide for parents, educators, and relatives includes chapters on
testosterone, sports, and how boys' and girls' brains differ. With gentle humor and proven
wisdom, RAISING BOYS focuses on boys' unique developmental needs to help them be
happy and healthy at every stage of life.
Explores the development of boys from birth to manhood and includes sections on
bullying, online pornography, social media, and how boys' and girls' brains differ.
Practical Advice for Your Son's Formative Years
How to Talk with Your Child about Gender, Consent, and Empathy
Mothering Our Boys (US Edition)
Raising Boys to Be Good Men
A Guide for Single Mothers of Boys
Masterminds & Wingmen
Raising Boys Feminists Will Hate
Raising Boys: Teaching Your Sons to Become Responsible Men by expert Cathy
Wilson defines mental, physical, emotional and social facts to help your son
achieve life success. Raising boys can be rewarding, fulfilling and exciting! Wilson
implements strategies, tips and tricks that will taint your parenting skills gold. A
solid PLAN that touches on . . . RESOLVING boy issues MOTIVATING your boy
to work harder COMMUNICATING speaking the same language INVIGORATING
Pointers to Better Your Parenting Decisions SHAPING your boy positively
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LEARNING to Accept UNCONDITIONALLY Nobody's Perfect and you only know
what you know! Opening your mind to ACCEPTING Practical and Helpful
Guidance to set your child up for success just makes sense. Gaining just one
educational tip from Raising Boys to shape your boy BETTER is gold! It's a NOBRAINER here. Take this expert information that Wilson offers and make your
parenting bigger and better. You DESERVE to be the Best Parent You Can Be.
Let's get started!
A revised edition of the bestselling and practical guide to the issues parents face
in raising sons--including sex, violence, homework, sports, the Internet, and
more--and how to best aid boys' development from birth to manhood. From awardwinning psychologist Steve Biddulph comes this new edition of Raising Boys, his
international best seller published in 14 countries. This complete guide for
parents, educators, and relatives includes sections on bullying, online
pornography, social media, and how boys' and girls' brains differ. With gentle
humor and proven wisdom, Raising Boys focuses on boys' unique developmental
needs to help them be happy and healthy at every stage of life.
The brains of boys and girls have some significant differences, so they need to be
brought up with distinct approaches. In this guide by Dr. Gregory Jantz, you will
learn why your son is so different from your daughter. As we can see from biology,
God designed each gender to be different, so as parents, we have to expect them
to behave differently, which means they need to be parented differently. Using
biblical principles, these Five Keys to Raising Boys will help you discover that
boys will be boysand what you
Help your son grow into the strong, loving man God created him to be with
Raising Boys by Design. Packed with doable strategies and eye-opening
examples of what’s really going on inside a boy’s brain, Raising Boys by Design
offers a practical blueprint to help you build a HERO—one who values Honor,
Enterprise, Responsibility, and Originality. Among other things, you’ll learn how to
help your son: • strengthen his character, resilience, and self-discipline • nurture
genuine compassion and empathy • process words and emotions in ways that fit
his brain chemistry • succeed in school and hone crucial life skills • develop a
healthy perspective of sexuality • avoid the pitfalls of media and technology •
embark on a lifelong adventure of faith This unique resource combines the latest
research in brain science with timeless truths from the Bible to reveal the deepest
needs shared by every boy of faith while also leading you to fresh insights for
honoring the unique personality, talents, and God-given design of your son in
particular. You can help your son thrive today as the hero he is meant to be when
you learn the secrets of Raising Boys by Design.
Raising BoysWhy Boys Are Different - and How to Help Them Become Happy and
Well-Balanced MenCelestial Arts
Raising Boys With ADHD
Decoding Boys
Why Boys are Different, and how to Help Them Become Happy and WellPage 4/13
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balanced Men
Shepherding Your Sons to be Men of God
Ten Principles for Raising Honorable, Courageous, and Compassionate Boys
Why Boys are Different--and how to Help Them Become Happy and Wellbalanced Men
What Your Son Needs Most from You
How do we build our sons to be tough but not arrogant? mannered but
not soft? imaginative but not lazy? bold but not hollow? Future Men is
a Christian guide to raising strong, virtuous sons, contrary to the
effeminacy and sentimentalism of contemporary culture. When Theodore
Roosevelt taught Sunday school for a time, a boy showed up one Sunday
with a black eye. He admitted he had been fighting and on a Sunday
too. He told the future president that a bigger boy had been pinching
his sister, and so he fought him. TR told him that he had done
perfectly right and gave him a dollar. The stodgy vestrymen thought
this was a bit much, and so they let their exuberant Sunday school
teacher go. What a loss. Unbelief cannot look past surfaces. Unbelief
squashes; faith teaches. Faith takes a boy aside and tells him that
this part of what he did was good, while the other part of what he did
got in the way. "And this is how to do it better next time." As we
look to Scripture for patterns of masculinity for our sons, we find
them manifested perfectly in the life of the Lord Jesus Christ. He is
the one who set the ultimate pattern for friendship, for courage, for
faithfulness, and integrity.
"My six-year-old fusses with her hair for hours. Is this normal?"
"Yesterday my seventh grader was all sunshine. Today she's wearing
black and won't leave her room." "I'm worried my teenager may have an
eating disorder." In today's complex world, parenting a girl is harder
than ever. It takes more than love. It takes insight into the things
that make your daughter tick as she grows from childhood to young
adulthood. Drawing on the authors' fifty-plus years of combined
counseling experience, Raising Girls takes you inside the mind and
soul of your girl. You'll obtain seasoned, expert insights on Your
daughter's different stages of development from ages zero to nineteen
How you can effectively relate to her at each stage What is normal
behavior, what isn't, and when and how to intervene How to deal with
self-destructive behavior such as eating disorders, cutting, or
experimentation with alcohol . . . and much more Spiced with stories,
humor, and much reassurance, Raising Girls will help you encourage
your daughter, challenge her, love her, and help her discover who God
is creating her to be.
It's never too early to start talking to boys about gender, consent,
and empathy. In a world still steeped in gender inequality and sexual
violence, it’s become more and more clear that we can’t just teach
girls to protect themselves. We must also teach boys not to do harm.
As parents, we all want to raise kind and loving kids who will grow up
to be conscientious adults. But when you look closely at our
society—especially at the statistics surrounding rape, domestic
violence, and sexual assault—it’s clear that something needs to
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change. It’s time to teach our sons compassion and empathy. It’s time
to show them that it’s okay to cry, to laugh, to be angry, to be
silly. It’s time to teach them to respect girls, and not just the ones
they think are pretty. It’s time to teach them that it’s not okay to
pick on the queer kids, the little kids, and the fat kids. It’s time
to teach boys that it’s not okay to treat kids of color like secondclass citizens. It’s time to teach our boys how to be conscious
citizens. But where do you begin? Written by a clinical psychologist
with expertise in modern families, Raising Feminist Boys is a parent’s
guide to having age appropriate conversations with boys about sexual
responsibility, consent, gender, empathy, and identity. You’ll find an
accessible framework that includes developmental considerations,
language, and clear tools for how to talk with your son about feminism
without shame, fear, or judgment. We need to have honest and
informative conversations with our sons about sex and consent. We must
show them how to recognize and question gender norms and bias, both
within the culture and, most importantly, within ourselves. Raising
Feminist Boys will give you the tools you need to get started.
The stunning success of Reviving Ophelia, Mary Pipher’s landmark book,
showed a true and pressing need to address the emotional lives of
girls. Now, finally, here is the book that answers our equally timely
and critical need to understand our boys. In Raising Cain, Dan
Kindlon, Ph.D., and Michael Thompson, Ph.D., two of the country’s
leading child psychologists, share what they have learned in more than
thirty-five years of combined experience working with boys and their
families. They reveal a nation of boys who are hurting—sad, afraid,
angry, and silent. Statistics point to an alarming number of young
boys at high risk for suicide, alcohol and drug abuse, violence and
loneliness. Kindlon and Thompson set out to answer this basic, crucial
question: What do boys need that they’re not getting? They illuminate
the forces that threaten our boys, teaching them to believe that
“cool” equals macho strength and stoicism. Cutting through outdated
theories of “mother blame,” “boy biology,” and "testosterone,” Kindlon
and Thompson shed light on the destructive emotional training our boys
receive—the emotional miseducation of boys. Through moving case
studies and cutting-edge research, Raising Cain paints a portrait of
boys systematically steered away from their emotional lives by adults
and the peer “culture of cruelty”—boys who receive little
encouragement to develop qualities such as compassion, sensitivity,
and warmth. The good news is that this doesn't have to happen. There
is much we can do to prevent it. Kindlon and Thompson make a
compelling case that emotional literacy is the most valuable gift we
can offer our sons, urging parents to recognize the price boys pay
when we hold them to an impossible standard of manhood. They identify
the social and emotional challenges that boys encounter in school and
show how parents can help boys cultivate emotional awareness and
empathy—giving them the vital connections and support they need to
navigate the social pressures of youth. Powerfully written and deeply
felt, Raising Cain will forever change the way we see our sons and
will transform the way we help them to become happy and fulfilled
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young men.
This guidebook, packed with wisdom, practical advice, resources, and
encouragement, explores how moms can equip their sons with what they
most need to succeed in life. Monica Swanson knew she'd tapped a
heartfelt concern when nearly two million readers shared her blog post
"What a Teenage Boy Needs Most from His Mom." In this helpful book,
she takes mothers deeper into the insights they need for the boyraising journey, covering topics from dealing with the daily
influences of friends and technology to helping a boy grow to be
physically, spiritually, and emotionally healthy. She also addresses
learning and finding passions, perspectives on relationships and
dating, and work ethics and money management. Each chapter features
relatable stories, handy checklists, and practical advice based on a
combination of research, experience, and biblical truth to guide and
equip a mom in helping her son achieve his God-given potential.
The Art of Understanding Their Differences; Member Book
What the Bible and Brain Science Reveal About What Your Son Needs to
Thrive
Raising Boys Who Respect Girls
The First-Time Mom's Guide to Raising Boys
Raising Boys without Men
The Joys of Raising Boys
Future Men

The second edition of the best-selling Raising Boys With ADHD
features the latest information on research and treatment for
boys with ADHD. This book: Empowers parents to help their sons
with ADHD find success in school and beyond. Covers topics not
often found in other parenting guides. Provides a strength-based
approach to helping boys discover their strengths and abilities.
Helps boys become motivated, successful, and independent adults.
Discusses the preschool years, early diagnosis, and strategies
for teens transitioning to work and college. Filled with
practical knowledge, a dynamic action planning guide, resources,
and tools needed to help parents address the many strengths and
challenges of boys with ADHD, this book provides parents with
encouragement and hope for the future.
A guide to raising boys discusses encouragement, spending time
together, the role of outdoor activites, rules, virtue, and
adressing important issues.
A parent’s guide and an “unflinching” account of the author’s
“journey through the minefield of masculinity to become a better
husband, dad, and human” (Michael Ian Black, comedian and New
York Times–bestselling author of A Better Man). Toxic
masculinity is on display daily from public figures—and we see
anger, dysfunction, violence, and depression in young men
suffocated by harmful social codes. Our sons are told to stop
throwing like a girl. They’re ordered to “man up” when they cry.
They hear “boys will be boys” when they behave badly. These
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messages are damaging—as is the bullying that often follows
attempts by boys to just relax and be themselves. But the power
lies in the hands of parents to make things better. It's not
only possible to raise boys who aren't emotionally stifled and
shoved into stereotypical boxes; it's vital if we want a
generation of men who can express their emotions, respect women,
and help bring society back to a halfway healthy place. We can
reframe manhood. From the father who gained viral fame after
tweeting his support for his son’s painted fingernails (and who
knows toxic masculinity very well), this is an often-humorous
personal account and a source of practical tips on: Teaching
boys that “girl” is not an insult and retiring phrases like
“boys will be boys” Showing boys that dealing with their
emotions makes them stronger, not “weak” Letting boys pursue
nontraditional interests and hobbies Talking to boys about
consent and privilege Modeling healthy and respectful
relationships for boys to emulate “If you are the parent of a
boy . . . this is the book you need . . . insightful,
enlightened, practical.” —Peggy Orenstein, New York Timesbestselling author of Boys & Sex “He’s an engaging guide . . .
Gouveia approaches his subject with honesty and concern for the
dad as much as the son.” —The Washington Post
Have you ever laughed, slapped your forehead and thought, "What
the heck is wrong with these boys?" If this is you, you're not
alone. Whether they are whacking themselves in the head, asking
inappropriate questions, or playing with their body parts, boys
often can be flabbergasting. Author and communication studies
professor Diane Auten understands. As a mother of two crazy
boys, she understands firsthand how parents, teachers, or
caregivers to boys are often confused about how to relate to
them; but it doesn't have to be this way. We can have more fun
and connective relationships with our boys, if we learn how to
start early. Using hilarious situations from her own sons'
lives, Diane gives you a glimpse into the world of raising boys
and how to improve your relationships with them. Readers of The
Joys of Raising Boys will laugh while discovering how boys: learn, explore, and talk about body parts - make sense of
relationships and love - view life circumstances - use their
untamable imagination This is a Mom-oir that looks at what
happens when the filters are turned off. From boys wondering
when they're going to get "hairballs on their tenders" to
running up and down the crowded department store aisles
celebrating a particularly good poop, The Joys of Raising Boys:
The Good, the Bad, and the Hilarious takes a look at the gritty
(and frequently jaw dropping) business of raising boys.
My eight-year-old son is the only boy in his class who doesn't
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have a Gameboy. I don't want him to be ostracized for not having
one, but I worry that it's addictive. What do you think? Our two
sons are eleven and fourteen, and they are fiercely competitive.
The tension around our house is awful. How can we help them get
along better? We've worked very hard to keep our ten-year-old
son in touch with his feelings. Sometimes it seems as if we've
put him at a disadvantage, surrounded by tougher boys who can be
pretty cruel with teasing. How can we help him protect himself
when other boys start to tease? With his bestselling book
Raising Cain, Michael Thompson, Ph.D., at last broke the silence
surrounding the emotional life of boys and spearheaded an
important national debate. His warmth and humor quickly made him
a popular and respected international speaker and consultant.
Now he directs his authority, insight, and eloquence to
answering your questions about raising a son. With candid
questions and thoughtful, detailed responses, Speaking of Boys
covers hot-button topics such as peer pressure, ADHD/ADD, and
body image as well as traditional issues such as friendship,
divorce, and college and career development. This perceptive,
informative, and passionate book will leave you not only with
useful, practical advice but also with the comforting knowledge
that other parents share the same concerns you do when it comes
to raising our boys into well-adjusted, responsible men.
Raising Boys, Third Edition
A Guide For Moms of Sons
Raising Sons of Promise
Why Boys Are Different - And How to Help Them Become Happy and
Well-Balanced Men
New Science Behind the Subtle Art of Raising Sons
The Everything Parent's Guide to Raising Boys
Boy Mom
"The French have a name for the uniquely hellish years between elementary
school and high school: "l'âge ingrat" or "The Ugly Age." Characterized by a
perfect storm of developmental changes-physical, psychological, and social-the
middle-school years are a time of great distress for parents and children alike,
marked by hurt, isolation, exclusion, competition, anxiety, and often outright
cruelty. Some of this is inevitable; there are intrinsic challenges to early
adolescence. But these years are harder than they need to be, and Judith
Warner believes that adults are complicit.With piercing insight, compassion, and
humor, Warner walks us through a new understanding of the role that middle
school plays in all our lives. Part intellectual investigation and part call to action,
this timely book unpacks one of life's most formative periods and shows how we
can help our children not only survive it, but thrive"-Parent, if you have a young son and you want him to grow up to be a man, then
you need to keep him away from pop culture, public school and a lot of Nancy
Boy churches. If metrosexual pop culture, feminized public schools and the
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effeminate branches of evanjellycalism lay their sissy hands on him, you can
kiss his masculinity good-bye because they will morph him into a dandy. Yeah,
mom and dad, if - if - you dare to raise your boy as a classic boy in this castrated
epoch, then you've got a task that's more difficult than getting a drunk to hit the
urinal at Chili's. Read this bold and hard-hitting guide by Doug Giles, the
politically incorrect master, on how to raise your son in a world which more and
more seems to hate masculinity.
Playing off the themes in the Caldecott Medal-winning children's book Where
the Wild Things Are, this informative, practical, and encouraging guide will help
parents guide boys down the path to healthy and authentic manhood. Wild
Things addresses the physical, emotional, and spiritual parts of a boy, written by
two therapists who are currently engaged in clinical work with boys and their
parents and who are also fathers raising five sons. Contains chapters such as
“Sit Still! Pay Attention!” “Deficits and Disappointments,” and “Rituals,
Ceremonies, and Rites of Passage.”
As a single mother, you might find yourself in the difficult position of raising
sons alone, wounded by the broken promises of your child's father. But God
offers a greater promise to you and your family. Roland Warren, himself the
child of a single mother, invites you on a journey to heal your heart and parent
your boys to become healthy men, good husbands, and strong fathers.
Presents tips and advice for raising boys from infancy to their teenage years,
and provides information on such issues as self-image, behavior training,
friendships and sexuality, and academic success.
Why Boys Are Different - and How to Help Them Become Happy and WellBalanced Men
Raising Boys to Be Men
Upending Locker Room Mentality, Blind Spots, and Unintended Sexism
How to help our boys become open-hearted, kind and strong men
A Complete Handbook to Develop Confidence, Promote Self-esteem, and
Improve Communication
Speaking of Boys
Mothers and Sons

"What is my son doing behind his constantly closed door? What's with his curt responses,
impulsiveness, newfound obsession with gaming, and...that funky smell? As pediatrician
and mother of two teenagers Cara Natterson explains, puberty starts in boys long before
any visible signs appear, which causes confusion about their changing temperaments for
boys and their parents alike. Often, they also grow quieter as they grow taller, which
leads to less parent-child communication. But, as Natterson warns, we respect their
increasing "need" for privacy and alone time at their peril. Explaining how modern
culture mixes badly with male adolescent biology, she offers science, strategies, scripts,
and tips for getting it right"-"Maggie is earthy and real, full of love and knowledge, especially on raising sons." Steve Biddulph "Maggie's perspective on raising boys is spot on. She writes with humor
and depth, providing insight and strategies for many of the most important issues facing
moms. There is a lovely ease to her writing and a powerful honesty. I hope every mother
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of a son (and everyone else!) will read this book. The future of the world, to a great
extent, depends on how we raise our boys." - Michael Gurian, New York Times
Bestselling Author of The Wonder of Boys and Saving Our Sons If we can see the world
through boys' eyes a little better, we will make different choices in the way we mother
them… and we will find them less confusing, and love them more deeply. Mothers of sons
are worried about raising their boys in a world where negative images of masculinity are
front and centre of our media, almost every day. Not only that, but statistically our boys
are still struggling in many ways. Even though we live in a time where we recognise that
nothing in gender is fixed, it remains a fact that the influence of a mother on her son is
massive. A mother of four sons herself, Maggie Dent draws on her personal experience and over four decades work as a teacher, counsellor and now author and speaker - to
help build understanding, empathy and compassion for our boys. Maggie shares her five
key secrets that every mum needs to know and uses the voices of men she has worked with
and surveyed to reveal what really matters in a boy's relationship with his mother and
other mother figures. Maggie is one of Australia's most popular parenting authors and
educators, and her seminars about boys have sold out all across Australia and in the UK.
She is finally sharing her insights, her reflections, and (as always) her humour around
mothering boys to help you be the mum your son needs you to be.
Nominated for a Books for a Better Life Award in Parenting Backed by peer-reviewed
research, this hotly debated bestseller (San Francisco Chronicle) continues to open eyes
with its finding that raising thriving, emotionally healthy sons does not require a man in
the house. As the number of single-mom and two-mom households has grown, so have
concerns about the possible damage caused by the lack of a stable male role model in the
house. Determined to find the truth, research psychologist Peggy Drexler embarked on a
long-term study comparing boys raised in nontraditional families with those whose
fathers were present throughout their childhood. The results were startling. Femaleheaded households can provide even better parenting for boys than households with men.
Sons from female-headed families can grow up emotionally stronger and more wellrounded than boys from "traditional" mother-father families—more in touch with their
feelings yet masculine in all the ways defined by our culture.
Bringing chivalry back into our modern-day world, this book shows us how to inspire
today's generation of young boys to pursue honor, courage, and compassion. In an age
when respect and honor seem like distant and antiquated relics, how can we equip boys
to pursue valor and courageously put the needs of others before their own? This book
helps parents to inspire their boys by captivating their imagination and honoring their
love for adventure. Heather Haupt explores how knights historically lived out various
aspects of the knights' Code of Chivalry, as depicted in the French epic Song of Roland,
and how boys can embody these same ideals now. When we issue the challenge and give
boys the reasons why it is worth pursuing, we step forward on an incredible journey
towards raising the kind of boys who, just like the knights of old, make an impact in their
world now and for the rest of their lives.
Here’s sensible advice and caring encouragement on raising boys from the nation’s
most trusted parenting authority, Dr. James Dobson. With so much confusion about the
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role of men in our society, it’s no wonder so many parents and teachers are asking
questions about how to bring up boys. Why are so many boys in crisis? What qualities
should we be trying to instill in young males? Our culture has vilified masculinity and, as
a result, an entire generation of boys is growing up without a clear idea of what it means
to be a man. In the runaway bestseller Bringing Up Boys, Dr. Dobson draws from his
experience as a child psychologist and family counselor, as well as extensive research, to
offer advice and encouragement based on a firm foundation of biblical principles.
How Maverick Moms Are Creating the Next Generation of Exceptional Men
Raising Boys in the 21st Century
Why Boys Are Different--and How to Help Them Become Happy and Well-Balanced Men
Raising Men, Not Boys
Answers to the Most-Asked Questions About Raising Sons
How To Raise A Boy
Helping Our Boys Cope with Schoolyard Power, Locker-room Tests, Girlfriends, and the
New Rules of Boy World
At a time when many boys are in crisis, a much-needed roadmap for helping boys grow into strong and
compassionate men Over the past two decades there has been an explosion of new studies that have
expanded our knowledge of how boys think and feel. In How to Raise a Boy, psychologist Michael Reichert
draws on his decades of research to challenge age-old conventions about how boys become men. Reichert
explains how the paradigms about boys needing to be stoic and "man like" can actually cause them to shut
down, leading to anger, isolation, and disrespectful or even destructive behaviors. The key to changing the
culture lies in how parents, educators, and mentors help boys develop socially and emotionally. Reichert
offers readers step-by-step guidance in doing just this by: • Listening and observing, without judgment, so
that boys know they're being heard. • Helping them develop strong connections with teachers, coaches, and
other role models • Encouraging them to talk about their feelings about the opposite sex and stressing the
importance of respecting women • Letting them know that they don't have to "be a man" or "suck it up,"
when they are experiencing physical or emotional pain. Featuring the latest insights from psychology and
neuroscience, How to Raise a Boy will help those who care for young boys and teenagers build a boyhood
that will enable them to grow into confident, accomplished and kind men.
Study looks at being a positive adult example for boys and girls.
The author of Queen Bees and Wannabees decodes the inner lives of boys to reveal how parents can forge
stronger connections with their sons, explaining how boys are more likely to hide their feelings and resist
adult support. Reprint.
Dave Willis, author, speaker, and father of four boys, talks biblically and practically about how to raise a
generation of boys who are champions, encouragers, and respecters of women. In the #metoo and
#churchtoo era, with so many men and boys continuing to make the same mistakes, we have to ask: Where
are we going wrong? And perhaps more importantly, how do we raise up men who will break this cycle? As
the father of four boys, relationship coach and author Dave Willis has studied this issue deeply, concluding
that if we are to raise boys to respect girls--and not end up with men who say they respect women but whose
actions reveal otherwise--we must go back to the heart of things. Or, more specifically, we must go back to
our own hearts. In Raising Boys Who Respect Girls, Willis helps readers inventory the blind spots that lead
to accidental forms of disrespect, showing how to root out issues in our own hearts before we inadvertently
pass along these same issues to our boys. He also teaches readers how to cultivate a healthy respect for God
and for themselves as created in his image, as well as a similar respect for others. Full of scripture,
research, age-specific tools, and conversation models, this book offers a practical strategy for mindful
parents to first embody the right principles themselves and then teach them to their sons.
Steve Biddulph’s Raising Boys was a global phenomenon. The first book in a generation to look at boys’
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specific needs, parents loved its clarity and warm insights into their sons’ inner world. But today, things have
changed. It’s girls that are in trouble.
Making Sense of Middle School
Boys Should Be Boys
The Good, the Bad, and the Hilarious
7 Secrets to Raising Healthy Sons
Raising Boys and Girls
Bringing Up Boys
Secrets for Parenting Healthy, Happy Sons

A phenomenal bestseller across the world, Raising Boys has helped millions of parents to
understand what makes boys tick, from birth right through to late teens.
The Art of Nurturing Boys
Wild Things
A Parent's Guide to Bringing up Happy Sons in a World Filled with Toxic Masculinity
Raising Girls
Raising Boys by Design
Raising Girls in the 21st Century: Helping Our Girls to Grow Up Wise, Strong and Free
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